Dear Mr Harding,
1. On Feb 10 2011 I mentioned in my email we had meetings with Minister Johnson, Osbourne
and retired Environmental Protection Officer Cyril Simms about the dump site in front of my
house and indiscriminative dumping. That was years ago when the violators of these dump sites
were alive and well. Still government didn't react promptly and do the job they are supposed to
do. Ex: Show a positive example to our youth. Then government allowed more remote cabin
development in places like Cliffty Pond which will be destroyed by the same people who got our
rural communities looking like the dump site it is to day. Government don't have a contingency
plan to clean up indiscriminative dumping in rural communities how are you going to clean up
remote wilderness areas like Cliffty Pond. This problem is not going to go away Mr Harding like
it or not. It is obvious Mr Harding in your recent reply letter to me you didn't get the whole story
to make a informed decision. Well I got the whole story and it's on my web site with pictures and
the works, where you can have a look at the environmental letters, pictures I physically gave
Minister Johnson, Jackman and Osborne. I thought a simple phone call to environment would get
the ball rolling on the dump site in front of my house and indiscriminative dumping. Not a
chance, the process is slower than the second coming of Christ.
I will make it clear again. Minister Osborne, Jackman, Johnson knew the whole story on the
dump site in front of my house and the indiscriminative dumping years ago before the owner of
the land in front of my house passed away. That is three Environmental Ministers who had ample
time to bring justice as an example to our youth. I gave them the information they needed
however no prompt action. Let’s show an example to our youth, give Environmental Protection
Officers the tools they need to do their jobs and completely rescind remote cabin development in
Cliffty Pond. Once the garbage goes into remote wilderness areas like Cliffty Pond it's not
coming out. We have to be honest here, this environmental mess is becoming as convoluted as
the 2006 M. H. A constituency allowances scandle. We have shown the youth on the North
Shore no respect at all along with our remote wilderness. Let's get with the program for the proof
is in what you actually do.
If the issue with you and Tammy McDonald is who owned the land where the dump site is in
front of my house, I gave you the answer. He has long since passed away. If the environment
ministers had to react promptly when I gave them the heads up years ago I wouldn't be here
writing these bloody letters. The violators were alive then. It wouldn't be due diligent on my part
to sit back and watch people destroy. Can we show future generations some respect here? Ex:
Cliffty Pond. Let's do what is right and clean this up. Shocking!!!!
Yours in conservation Tony

